Abstract-This paper describes an approach to enforce dependencies between network traffic and user activities for anomaly detection. We present a framework and algorithms that analyze user actions and network events on a host according to their dependencies. Discovering these relations is useful in identifying anomalous events on a host that are caused by software flaws or malicious code. To demonstrate the feasibility of user intentionbased traffic dependence analysis, we implement a prototype called CR-Miner and perform extensive experimental evaluation of the accuracy, security, and efficiency of our algorithm. The results show that our algorithm can identify user intention-based traffic dependence with high accuracy (average 99.6% for 20 users) and low false alarms. Our prototype can successfully detect several pieces of HTTP-based real-world spyware. Our dependence analysis is fast with a minimal storage requirement. We give a thorough analysis on the security and robustness of the user intention-based traffic dependence approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Anomalies or outliers refer to any activities that do not conform to regular behaviors. Statistical techniques modeled under specific domain knowledge have been proposed for anomaly detection [11] , [15] , [22] , [23] . For example, dynamic Bayesian networks can be used to detect abnormal data access patterns by malicious insiders to a sensitive database [2] . However, realizing general anomaly detection is challenging, especially for complex and diverse behaviors involving activities spanning users, hosts, and networks.
We describe a novel approach that can be used for detecting anomalous traffic on a host. Our solution aims at capturing dependencies between a user's input activities (e.g., clicking on a hyperlink of a webpage) and system/network events (e.g., HTTP GET requests). We explore direct and indirect dependencies in how a user interacts with applications and how applications respond to the user's requests following the specifications of the applications. By enforcing an application's correct responses to user activities, we are able to identify vagabond events. Vagabond events refer to outbound network events that are not generated by any user actions and may hence be due to anomalies. We do not require any knowledge or assumption on the regularities of user behavior patterns.
Our work aims to demonstrate the feasibility of user intention-based dependence analysis for detecting suspicious network connections of a host in a concrete web browser setting. We enforce correct system behaviors, as opposed This work has been supported in part by NSF grant CAREER CNS-0953638 and ARO grant to anomalous characteristics. Our dependence-based anomaly detection has advantages over conventional pattern-based solutions (such as [8] , [9] , [11] , [26] ), because it does not require a priori knowledge or assumptions about the normal data patterns. Our contributions are summarized as follows.
1)
We demonstrate the use of dependence analysis for detecting anomalous web traffic in our CR-Miner (Causal Relation Miner) framework. Specifically, we describe how to construct a concrete dependence analysis model for the web browser and use it for predicting and enforcing allowable web traffic by specific user actions. We address the underlying technical challenges by instrumenting the browser and operating system for monitoring, inferring dependency patterns, and designing efficient algorithms for real-time analyzing event hierarchies. We describe a tree representation of dependencies existed in outbound traffic in a traffic-dependency graph (TDG).
We design an efficient breadth-first search based algorithm for inferring dependencies of outbound requests. 2) We implement a prototype of CR-Miner in Windows and extensively evaluate its performance in terms of its accuracy and feasibility in anomaly detection. We performed a user study with 20 participants and analyzed CR-Miner's false positive rates. We also evaluate the accuracy of our dependency inference algorithm in noisy traffic by combining the traffic of multiple users. Experimental results show that our algorithm substantially outperforms the temporal-only dependence analysis, which is mentioned in BINDER [10] , in terms of the accuracy of dependence prediction. We further demonstrate the use of CR-Miner to detect several pieces of real-world and proof-of-concept spyware. 3) To prevent malware from spoofing legitimate traffic in order to circumvent our anomaly detection, we further provide a lightweight cryptographic mechanism in the Firefox browser to ensure the integrity of HTTP packet headers. The message authentication code we adopt in CR-Miner improves the integrity of CR-Miner against stealthy malware's tampering.
Our user intention-based traffic dependence analysis produces structures in network events. These structures across outbound requests enable improved context-aware security analysis. Dependence analysis on network flows builds a traffic-dependency graph based on the observed network events and user actions. This approach of inferring and enforcing the logical dependencies among events is a general anomaly detection technique, which can also be applied to detect anomalies in file-system events.
Our proposed traffic dependence solution cannot be realized by the conventional (stateful) firewall, because our inference of dependencies requires complex algorithmic computation on system events beyond simple rule-based filtering.
II. TRAFFIC-DEPENDENCY GRAPH
Discovering user intention-based traffic dependencies is challenging, because modern applications such as web browsers often automatically fetch content and generate requests without explicit user actions. The dependencies of those legitimate requests should be properly identified without triggering false alarms. Next, we give definitions used in our model and an example illustrating the traffic dependence among the events.
A. Dependencies in Browser Traffic
We introduce the terminology used in the CR-Miner framework, including traffic-dependency graph, user and traffic events, subroot traffic, and the parent-child and sibling relations on the traffic-dependency graph.
Definition 1: A traffic-dependency graph (TDG) is a forest of trees of arbitrary depths with directed edges representing the dependencies among network events and user actions. The root of each tree is a user event, and the internal and leaf nodes of the trees are traffic events. A directed edge from event a to b represents that event b is caused by a. The trees in the forest are chronologically ordered, so are the children of a node.
The tree-based TDG enables us to apply breadth-first traversal when inferring dependencies, which is described in Section III-A.
User events refer to the user's inputs to the application through input devices such as the keyboard or mouse, which have attributes such as timestamp and ID of the process notified by the event, event name, and content (e.g., the cursor's coordinate and the keystroke). A user event in TDG is legitimate if and only if it is not forged by any malicious software. We give several practical techniques of ensuring the authenticity and provenance of user events in Section IV. In the context of browser, we consider two main types of trafficinducing user events: mouse clicks on hyperlinks and keyboard inputs to the textbox or address bar.
A traffic event refers to an outgoing HTTP request from the host, which includes attributes such as the timestamp, process ID, source and destination IP addresses, source and destination port numbers, and referrer. Traffic events are further categorized into different levels according to their relative dependencies. We use the phrases traffic event and network request interchangeably.
A subroot is a special type of traffic event. It refers to the traffic event that directly corresponds to the user's request, e.g., fetching index.html from web server www.example.com in response to a user's mouse click on link www.example.com/index.html. Each user event has at most one subroot on the traffic-dependency graph. In Figure 1 , the traffic events 1, 3, and 8 are subroots, which are caused by the user events A, B, D, respectively. The subroot traffic may cause the browser to fetch more objects by generating additional outgoing requests from the host, e.g., fetching the images or JavaScript referred to by a HTML page. We define that those requests are the children of the subroot events or secondary traffic, e.g., events 2, 4, and 6. Secondary traffic may cause the browser to issue further requests, e.g., as a result of running JavaScript code. Thus, tertiary traffic (e.g., events 5 and 7 in Figure 1 ) and lowerlevel traffic can be similarly categorized.
Parent-child relation on TDG is between two traffic events that are at two adjacent levels and one of them directly triggers the other. For example, the pairs (1, 2), (3, 4) , (3, 6) , (4, 5) , (6, 7) in Figure 1 have parent-child relations. Sibling relation describes the two traffic events that are at the same level and are generated by the same parent traffic. Events with the sibling relations share the same parent. Pair (4, 6) in Figure 1 has the sibling relation.
Our definition of security in the CR-Miner is given below. Definition 2: (Definition of security) In the user intentionbased traffic dependency model, a legitimate traffic event belongs to a tree in the traffic-dependency graph that is rooted at a legitimate user event. That is, the traffic event p is either a subroot, i.e., the child node of a root user event, or p's ancestor node (e.g., parent, grand-parent) is a subroot. Otherwise, the outbound request is a vagabond event and considered suspicious.
B. Applications and Threat Model
The traffic dependence analysis can be used to detect anomalous activities on a host, which may include the detection of two specific types of threats: i) identifying the network activities of stealthy malware (e.g., spyware on a user's computer), and ii) identifying inadvertent software flaws or intentional software errors (e.g., software behaviors that deviate from specifications). Our study in this paper is focused on the first type of anomalies.
• Stealthy malware that behaves as a user-level application on the host, certain instances of spyware and malicious bots perform data exfiltration, spamming, botnet command-and-control, or launch denial-of-service attacks. Specifically, we consider two cases of malware in this paper as follows. . In this paper, we focus on analyzing the dependence in browser's HTTP traffic and experimentally demonstrate its effectiveness in detecting stealthy spyware activities. CR-Miner performs the dynamic analysis of dependencies in network traffic, which differs from the static dependence analysis, such as call graph construction in the programming language paradigm or the work by Bursztein and Goubault-Larrecq on dependencies of services [7] .
Some extensions that can modify the existing DOM of visited page, thus triggers user to click the malicious links, which remains a open problem. One possible mitigation is to educate users not to install untrusted extensions.
Our analysis requires the knowledge of certain specification of an application, in particular how the application responds to a user's inputs/actions (e.g. by generating particular types of system/network events). Based on these specifications, we extract and enforce policies defining dependencies within the application. For example, in the user's browser case, our approach requires knowing how a browser responds to the user's requests.
III. CONSTRUCTION OF TDG
The goal of CR-Miner is to identify structured dependencies (or lack thereof) in network traffic, which are used to detect anomalous events. A TDG may be constructed incrementally by inserting a new traffic event with unknown dependency to a well-formed TDG, which is suitable for real-time monitoring and is utilized by our CR-Miner. The construction of TDG relies on the attributes of events and dependency rules derived from the specific application.
A. Dependency Inference Procedure
This section describes our breadth-first search (BFS) based algorithm for the TDG construction. The algorithm utilizes the building blocks (namely Is Child, Is Sibling, and Is Subroot), which are presented in the next section.
Given a new request, dependency inference (DI) algorithm aims to identify its dependence with respect to the known requests. We construct a forest structure to store the network requests and organize them according to the definition of TDG. The requests with known dependencies are chronologically organized into trees rooted at user events in the existing traffic dependency graph. The subroots, thus, are also chronologically ordered.
Our algorithm opts for a breadth-first traversal within a tree starting from the most recent subroot for the following two reasons. We observe from our experiments that i) the incoming new request is typically caused by recent requests, and ii) the traffic dependency trees that we manually construct are shallow and wide. Therefore, this BFS approach allows us to quickly identify the parent node of the new request. As an example, the sequence of traversal for the TDG in Figure 1 We run Is Child to test the parent-child relationship between the most recent subroot and new request. If no dependence is found, then it compares the new request with the child nodes of this subroot starting from the most recent one, as well as their child nodes if needed. For each comparison, Is Child and Is Sibling tests are run. If the dependence is not found after all nodes on the tree are compared, then the next subroot (e.g., node 3 in Figure 1 ) and its descendant nodes are compared. Intuitively, the process terminates if either a dependence is found or all existing requests have been compared. The worst-case complexity of such a basic dependency inference algorithm requires traversing the entire TDG, and is O(n) where n is the total number of traffic and user distinct nodes on the current TDG.
We further optimize the algorithm by skipping unnecessary comparisons. We achieve the speedup by leveraging the underlying consistency among attributes (e.g., PID) of nodes on the same tree in TDG. We use an auxiliary queue to realize the breadth-first traversal. These optimizations improve the average-case complexity of the algorithm. The details can be found in the technical report [32] . The pseudocode of our dependency inference algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. If the algorithm returns true on a new traffic event p * , then p * 's parent exists in the current TDG. Otherwise, p * may be vagabond and thus suspicious.
B. Details of Sub-Procedures
To instantiate the building blocks Is Child, Is Sibling, and Is Subroot used in Algorithm 1, we describe sets of rules and procedures to infer dependencies in the following cases.
• The parent-child relation between two traffic events.
• The sibling relation between two traffic events.
• The dependence between a user event and its corresponding subroot traffic event. Our rules are derived based on patterns of user interaction and attributes of HTTP traffic from the browser including their system properties in order to capture the various dependencies. The rules are summarized and categorized by analyzing browser behaviors together with our experimental observations. How to automatically extract traffic-dependency features with machine learning techniques is subject to our future work. 
create Queue Q and enqueue the subroot T i onto Q 8: while Q is not empty do 9: node n ← dequeue(Q) 10: if n.pid = p * .pid or p * .timestamp − n.newestT imestamp > τ then 11: go to line 8 12: else if Is Child(n, p * ) then Breadth-first traversal by an auxiliary queue 20: for all children of node n do 21: enqueue the child nodes onto Q 
child nodes whose intervals of timestamps with respect to the parents are larger than the specified threshold, yet whose intervals with respect to the (older) sibling are still within the threshold. The threshold τ is a pre-defined value based on our observation. We find that the time interval between a parent request and its last child is usually no greater than 15 seconds. We also use the same value τ as the threshold in Is Sibling to infer the dependency of late-arriving requests in CR-Miner.
Is Subroot procedure is to identify the traffic events of the type subroot through analyzing the user events and the outgoing network requests. In the context of the browser, trafficinducing user events may include typing into the address bar of the browser, clicking on a hyperlink or a bookmark, opening a new window or tab, and reloading a webpage. Given a user event (of either a mouse click or keyboard inputs), the corresponding subroot traffic event in CR-Miner is the first immediate outgoing network request that has the identical process ID and with correlating content. The content may be the URL of the hyperlink for a mouse click, which needs to match the URL in the subroot request. More details on userevent processing are given in Section V-A. Algorithm 1 shows how the three sub-procedures (namely Is Child, Is Sibling, and Is Subroot) are used in constructing the traffic-dependency graph.
CR-Miner is capable of handling complex web scenarios such as redirection, automatic refreshing and AJAX calls. Automatic updates do not have explicit user actions that request for them (e.g., RSS feeds). A mitigation is to recognize the periodic automatic update traffic with pre-defined or automatically learned whitelisting rules. HTTPS traffic contains encrypted HTTPS headers which can be investigated by the known SSL proxying technique [20] . The technique allows to generate a certificate for the server and signs it with its own root certificate, so that the client's outbound traffic is relied by the man-in-the-middle and can be sniffed inside the HTTPS packets. Compared to the traditional approach of analyzing network packets independently in isolation, our approach provides more structural and contextual information for anomaly detection on network activities.
IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we answer the question "Can CR-Miner be tricked?". CR-Miner consists of data collection and data analysis phases. Once the data is collected, the dependence analysis may be conducted on a separate trusted machine. Thus, the main security threats come during the data collection phase. Our threat model (in Section II) considers applicationlevel malware. Therefore, we analyze the security and defense of CR-Miner against two types of attacks: i) forgery attack where an adversary modifies attributes of his network activities to make them appear legitimate, and ii) piggybacking attack where an adversary strategically determines when to send outbound requests and exploits CR-Miner's temporal rules. We then summarize the effectiveness of CR-Miner in realizing our security goal of identifying anomalous network activities. Our dependence analysis relies on the integrity of the data collected and analyzed, specifically the outbound HTTP header and the user event information, which we discuss in the next two sections respectively.
A. Integrity of Traffic Information
Malware may attempt to spoof the header fields in its outgoing request, e.g., forging its referrer field in the HTTP header so that it appears to be referred by a valid subroot. To prevent this problem, we equip the browser with a signer, which implements a lightweight message authentication code to ensure the integrity of the HTTP header created. Then, the signed headers are verified by a trusted program called verifier on the same host. The signer and the verifier share secret keys that are used for signing and verification. Traditional key distribution mechanism, such as Diffie-Hellman key exchange schema, be used to exchange and set up the shared secret key as the operating system starts. Our cryptography-based verification method effectively prevents this type of forgery, because the headers are tamper-resistant once the browser creates them.
The signer resides in the browser and we implement it in Mozilla Firefox 4.0. We modify the Firefox browser to add a message authentication code (MAC) field to the HTTP header. The MAC prevents the header from being tampered by malware on the host.
For implementation, we add a user-define HTTP atom MAC in nsHttpAtomList.h for storing the keyed hash value of the HTTP header. Init() in nsHttpTransaction.cpp is used to create the whole header. After the HTTP header is generated in Init(), we calculate its keyed hash (MD5). Our keyed hash method takes two inputs: the original HTTP header and the symmetric key. The output of the hash function is a 32-digit hexadecimal value, which is stored in the MAC field of the header. Our experiment shows that the overhead for the keyed hash mechanism is negligible and thus we regard it as a lightweight signer-and-verifier.
The verifier is implemented as a stand-alone program on the host outside the browser. HTTP packets that fail the integrity verification are logged. When collecting the outbound traffic packets, the verifier obtains the HTTP headers and peels off the MAC fields to recover the original headers. The verifier recomputes the keyed hash of the original header. If the computed MD5 value is identical to the MAC value found in the HTTP header, the verifier delivers the packet to the traffic module for further processing. Otherwise, the verifier regards the packets as suspicious.
Case I malware spoofing is prevented as spoofed or tampered packets can be detected due to missing valid MAC. Although Case II stand-alone malware is still capable of forging referrers, as it operates independently from the browser and is not subject to the cryptographic verification. Case II malware can be detected based on the rules in previous sections specifying the correlation between the process information.
B. Integrity of System Data
Because user input events are used for deriving traffic dependencies in particular for identifying subroot traffic, the integrity of user events obtained is important. Our threat model considers application-level stealthy malware. Therefore, the kernel-level system data -including the process ID, keyboard and mouse events -is trusted. User events may be forged or deleted by user-space application leveraging well-known APIs. To ensure the integrity of system data, advanced keystrokeintegrity solutions such as the provenance verification in [12] , [14] , [25] can be incorporated in CR-Miner to further improve system-data assurance, which is a useful fail-safe mechanism to guard against potential operational errors.
Process information (such as PID) can be obtained through known APIs (Windows Hook API and IP Helper API). The user-space malware can not forge process information without Administrator/Root privilege. Recent work on cryptographic identification of natives applications in operating system prevents the forgery of process ID information [1] . Robust hostbased rootkit prevention remains an active research problem.
C. Defense Against Piggybacking Attack
In a piggybacking attack during the data collection, the adversary sends outbound network requests (to the attacker's server) immediately after a legitimate traffic event. Such an attack would be effective in a naive temporal-only analysis. However, our dependency rules inspect the context and property of traffic such as domain names, referrers, and PIDs. Therefore, piggybacking requests can be easily detected as vagabond events, as malware traffic lacks the required attributes. We compare our detection accuracy with the temporal-only analysis in Section V-D. Similar piggybacking attacks are discussed by Xu et al in [30] in the context of detecting drive-by-download attacks.
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
We describe the prototype implementation of CR-Miner in Section V-A. Several experiments are performed to extensively evaluate the accuracy of CR-Miner.
A. Prototype Implementation
We develop a CR-Miner prototype in Windows 7 operating system. The detailed architecture of our prototype is shown in Figure 2 . The CR-Miner prototype is easy to adopt and does not require any modification to the browser in order to taint or track the dependencies. We build CR-Miner (the darker parts in Figure 2 ) between the application and the kernel layers.
There are three sensors deployed to collect data on the host. The causal relation analyzer computes the dependencies based on the rules and algorithms in Section III. The Windows APIs (namely hook API, IPHelper API and libpcap API) are used in the implementation. Signer and verifier are a pair of tools in order to guarantee the integrity of the HTTP headers, as we discussed in Section IV-A. Our implementation details are described next, including process identification, i.e. identifying the process ID associated with an observed network flow, traffic monitoring, and user-action collection. The traffic module implemented with the SharpPcap library filters the network packets to record outbound HTTP GET requests. We store the packet information in the quadruple <source IP, source port, destination IP, destination port>. The process module obtains network and system (namely process) information about active connections. We obtain the IP table, a kernel data structure in Windows, by using GetExtendedTcpTable() in IPHelperAPI.dll and associate the TCP connections with the corresponding process IDs. The details can be found in the technical report [32] .
The hook module sets up system hooks in order to collect kernel-level user events to the application. Our module, using the existing Windows Hook API, installs the hooks to log keyboard and mouse events (including mouse click, mouse double click, mouse wheel, and key press). Furthermore, we obtain the process ID of the current foreground window by using GetWindowThreadProcessId(), so that we find out the corresponding process for each user event. Repetitive user events that do not generate traffic such as mouse movements are ignored.
We also record user events at the application level through the use of Tlogger. It is a Firefox extension for capturing the information of mouse clicks during web browsing [27] , including the navigation and tab events. The information gathered by the Tlogger is complementary to the data recorded by the kernel hook module.
B. Accuracy of Dependency Inference
We conducted a user study with 20 participants to collect samples of HTTP traces. All the participants were graduate students in a university. Each participant was asked to actively browse the Internet for 30 minutes on a laptop pre-install with CR-Miner. Since the outbound HTTP traffic and user inputs are collected, we asked the users not to reveal any sensitive personal data such as passwords. The means and standard deviations of the number of events that we collected are shown in Table I . We notice that the number of traffic-generating user events is far less than the total user events observed. Because our Is Subroot analysis is based on traffic-generating user events, it is quite efficient. Since a SQL Server database is employed in all experiments, we measure the size of the database BAK file for each user. The BAK file contains only data pages so that it is counted as the real disk space allocated for storing the records. We analyze the dependence in the data collected by our CRMiner framework. A legitimate HTTP GET request needs to belong to a valid tree in the traffic-dependency graph rooted by a user event. We define hit rate as the ratio of the number of legitimate requests identified by CR-Miner to the total number of HTTP GET requests per user. We have manually inspected the dependencies found to ensure they are correct. The distribution of hit rates in our user studies is shown in the Table II . For 85% of the users, their hit rates are above 99.0%, which indicates the high accuracy of our prediction. The average hit rate of the user studies is 99.6%. We analyze the hit rate by calculating the percentages of how many requests are inferred by which one of the three subroutines Is Subroot, Is Child, and Is Sibling. The result in Table III shows that most requests (about 87.4%) are inferred by Is Subroot and a few can be inferred by Is Sibling. The whitelist in our experiment is constructed based on four categories: software-update traffic, requests for traffic analytics, trustworthy web portals, and legitimate advertisement websites. Details are not shown due to space limit. The construction of the whitelist reduces false alarms, as it allows the dependence identification of outbound requests that may have incomplete attributes. However, our algorithm cannot be replaced by a pure whitelist approach because of the diversity nature of the Internet traffic.
We further investigate the outbound requests with missing dependencies, which account for 0.4% of the total traffic as shown in Table III . The major reason of having these vagabond requests is missing referrer, which may be due to either the To experimentally confirm the well-formed property of HTTP requests, we further evaluate the hit rates for top 20 websites from Alexa.com. We find that 0.28% of requests are missing their dependencies, suggesting that CR-Miner works well with legitimate websites.
C. Time Efficiency Comparison
In order to compare the run-time efficiency of our BFS based dependency inference (DI) algorithm, we implement a sequential traversal DI algorithm. The sequential algorithm stores the outbound requests with known dependencies as a list, and infers the new request's dependency by scanning the list. This sequential traversal algorithm serves as a baseline in our efficiency comparison.
We evaluate the BFS based and sequential traversal algorithms on a machine equipped with Intel Core 2 Quad 2.40 GHz and 2GB system memory. Both algorithms are used to analyze the traffic of 20 users.
Through the observation of 20 user cases, the BFS based algorithm takes 2.7 second to process a thousand records, while the sequential scanning algorithm processes a thousand records in 7.6 seconds. Therefore, the result shows that the sequential algorithm takes about 2.8 times as long as the BFS based one in terms of the running time. Thus, our BFS based DI algorithm runs significantly faster. The advantage in run-time efficiency of our BFS based algorithm comes from its optimization for the data structure and the order of comparison. We also confirm that for each user case both algorithms yield the exact same hit rates.
D. Accuracy Comparison With Temporal-Only Analysis
We compare CR-Miner with a temporal-only dependence analysis algorithm that infers dependencies based solely on the intervals and PIDs of requests. Such a temporal-only dependence analysis is used in BINDER [10] . We filter nonsubroot requests by an interval threshold τ , instead of using Is Child and Is Sibling. The ratio of the number of legitimate requests identified in the temporal-only algorithm to those of our CR-Miner is defined as precision.
A participant frequently visited Google maps and Google search pages; therefore the case yields a low precision (24.7%), which shows that the temporal-only analysis is limited in predicting traffic dependencies. Due to heavily using AJAX technique, the actual delay between a request and its subroot is longer than the threshold. Therefore, the temporalonly prediction suffers.
CR-Miner with the preset threshold of 15 seconds achieves the average hit rate as high as 99.6%. Hence, our algorithm substantially outperforms temporal-only algorithm in terms of the accuracy of identifying traffic dependencies.
E. Prediction Accuracy under Multi-user Data
Cross-user validation is to measure the accuracy of our analysis under the noisy traffic. We arbitrarily introduce noise by merging two users' records, and to infer traffic dependencies in merged datasets.
We choose five independent user datasets, and create 10 cross-user data sets by randomly choosing independent ones and merging them (5C 2 = 10). Rather than shuffling two user studies and combining them, we merge the two user studies without losing their internal orders. The merging algorithm is along the same lines as Merge Sort, but we add a component to merge two lists without breaking their orderings. We then run the BFS based DI algorithm on the mixed data. To evaluate the algorithm, we define the error rate as the percentage of traffic events whose parent nodes in the cross-user study are different from those found in the regular analysis. In order to check the consistency of subroot in the user study and crossuser test, we use recursive functions to locate the subroot for each packet, as we find the root of arbitrary node in a tree.
We run ten cross-user tests which are composed of five independent user studies by BFS based DI algorithms. The average error rate is 0.8%. Therefore, the cross-user validation shows a high prediction accuracy under multiuser dataset. These results indicate our DI algorithm is noise-resistant and robust to complex cases.
F. Real-World Spyware Detection
We use our CR-Miner to detect two pieces of realworld malwares. The malware Infostealer.Maximus sends out two requests at the same time to one host (www.scieki.com.pl) to retrieve two executable files (/css/k2pac.exe and /css/w2pac.exe) when it is active. The requested files are trojan downloaders, which can be installed without the user's full knowledge and consent once they are downloaded. Therefore, Infostealer.Maximus is a kind of case I malware as defined in Section II. Trojan.Brojack.A [6] not only modifies the registry entries, captures all links that are browsed by the user, but also sends out outbound traffic to a host (watson.microsoft.com). According to the observation of the HTTP GET request, we can infer that the trojan tends to get a specific version of a piece of malware. Since it runs with an independent PID and sends out outbound HTTP requests to a malicious host, Trojan.Brojack.A belongs to case II malware. A common feature is that neither pieces of malware carries appropriate referrers. CR-Miner successfully flags the malware traffic as vagabond, because these requests are not rooted by any user events in TDG.
We also wrote and evaluated a proof-of-concept malicious Firefox extension, which is a piece of password-stealing spyware. When a user clicks on the Submit button of any web form in the browser, the extension finds the non-blank password filled in the form and sends out an outbound HTTP request with the password as a parameter to the attacker's server. Our spyware is similar to the existing spyware such as FormSpy, FireSpyFox, and FFsniff.
Due to the spyware, upon the user clicking on the submit button, a single outbound HTTP GET request with the stolen login credentials (e.g., user ID and password) are sent to the attacker's server. The CR-Miner detects the spyware activity and identifies it, since the outbound request is not being associated with a valid tree in the TDG. Therefore, by finding dependencies in traffic, our solution renders spyware and keyloggers useless, as their outbound communication channels are blocked.
VI. RELATED WORK
Not-A-Bot (NAB) is a system for authenticating trafficgenerating user inputs such as mouse clicks on hyperlinks [12] . It can be used for defeating attacks such as click fraud.
However, it does not analyze the relationships among network packets for anomaly detection as does CR-Miner. As explained in Section IV, CR-Miner can use NAB and similar techniques, such as [29] , to ensure the integrity of user inputs collected.
BINDER [10] is an elegant host-based solution that detects break-ins on personal computers by correlating the timestamps of user events and traffic. The major differences between BINDER and our work are as follows. i) BINDER solely correlates outgoing network traffic and process information with user activity; while CR-Miner does more, it also infers the dependency among network packets. ii) The Detection Algorithm in BINDER considers three kinds of delay, and thus to identify the temporal relations of the traffic. The DI Algorithm in CR-Miner takes care of inputs from multiple modules, such as process information and packet headers. Therefore, CR-Miner can analyze the relationship for each packet by its contextual information. Thus, our rules and architecture enforce the fine-grained traffic dependence characteristics regarding the user interactions with an application. Shieh and Gligor [22] presented a model that tracks both data and privilege flows within secure systems to detect context-dependent intrusions caused by operational security problems. The model may not be suitable for detecting new, unanticipated intrusion patterns. Enforcing Dependencies is also well known in the field of policy management. Kagal et al. [17] proposed to apply dependency tracking to provide explanations for policy management, understand how the results are obtained, and therefore improve the trust in the policy decision and enforcement. We adopt the idea of enforcing policies within the application to infer the dependency among network requests in our work. A semantic framework proposed by Viswanathan et al. [28] enables the semantic analysis at a high level for a user to understand the system or process. The paper motivated us to semantically identify the user behaviors and their corresponding network events.
Patnaik et al. [19] proposed to use Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) for dependency mining. Their work shows that frequent episodes help identify nodes with high mutual information relationships and that such relationships can be captured by a DBN. We plan to investigate the feasibility of such techniques for automatic learning and enforcement of user intention-based traffic dependence in the future. We also plan to explore redescription mining [31] and storytelling [18] techniques for greater semantic modeling of application characteristics.
WebTap, developed by Borders and Prakash [4] , is a tool to anomaly patterns in outbound HTTP traffic. WebTap identifies anomalies in outbound HTTP traffic by monitoring the metrics such as request regularity, bandwidth usage, inter-request delay time, and transaction size. The authors improved the detection accuracy by pruning repetitive information (e.g., header fields) in [5] . Their anomaly-detection approaches aim to identify changes and deviations in aggregated flow patterns in terms of usages with statistical metrics. Our user intention-based traffic dependence analysis is different -we do not require any knowledge of behavior patterns of any user groups. Our rules are derived from the properties of applications.
Srivastava and Giffin [24] presented a technique for discovering the origin of parasitic malware on a host through sophisticated OS-level diagnostic. It instruments sensors for collecting and reasoning about various types of system data, and works with existing network IDS for identifying the malicious activities. Their solution can be used to pinpoint the origin of the malware, after CR-Miner has identified its stealthy traffic.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Analyzing the dependencies between network traffic and user activities has not been systematically investigated as a general approach for anomaly detection. Our trafficdependency graph captures the causal relations of user actions and network events for improving host integrity. We performed extensive experimental evaluation on CR-Miner. Our results indicate the feasibility of enforcing HTTP traffic dependencies.
For future work, we will formalize the traffic-dependency model based on the finite-state automaton and its constraints. Such a formal dependency model allows one to derive finegrained requirements of legitimate event sequences, and is a specialized Schneider's execution monitor [21] .
